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Abstract

While the theory of grain boundary (GB) structure has a long history1 and the proposition that 

grain boundaries can undergo phase transformations was made already 50 years ago2,3, the search 

for these GB transitions has been in vain. The underlying assumption was that multiple stable and 

metastable states exist for different grain boundary orientations4,5,6. The terminology complexion 

was recently proposed to distinguish between those interfacial states that differ in any equilibrium 

thermodynamic property7. Different types of complexions and transitions between them have been 

characterized mostly in binary or multicomponent systems 8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19. Novel 

simulation schemes have provided a new perspective on the phase behavior of interfaces and 

showed that grain boundary transitions can occur in a multitude of material systems20,21,22,23,24. 

However, their direct experimental observation and transformation kinetics in an elemental metal 

remained elusive.

Here, we show atomic scale grain boundary phase coexistence and transformations at symmetric 

and asymmetric [11-1] tilt grain boundaries in elemental copper (Cu). We found the coexistence of 

two different grain boundary structures at Σ19b grain boundaries by atomic resolution imaging. 

Evolutionary grain boundary structure search and clustering analysis21,25,26 finds the same 

structures and predicts the properties of these GB phases. Furthermore, finite temperature 

molecular dynamics simulations explore their coexistence and transformation kinetics. Our results 
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demonstrate how grain boundary phases can be kinetically trapped enabling atomic scale room 

temperature observations.

Our work paves the way for atomic scale in situ studies of grain boundary phase transformations 

in metallic grain boundaries. In the past, only indirect measurements have indicated the existence 

of interfacial transitions9,15,27,28,29. Now, their atomic scale role on the influence of abnormal 

grain growth, non-Arrhenius type diffusion or liquid metal embrittlement can be explored.

Atomic resolution observations

In this study, we focus on Σ19b [11-1] tilt boundaries obtained by thin film deposition of Cu 

on (0001) oriented Sapphire substrate (see Method section and Extended Data Fig. 1). Fig. 1 

shows two variants of grain boundary phase transitions imaged at atomic resolution. The 

phase transition illustrated in Fig. 1a and b occurs at a near symmetric grain boundary, the 

one shown in Fig. 1c in a vicinal boundary. Since the grains remain the same across the 

structure change, the grain boundary has the same misorientation. The two structures are two 

phases of the same grain boundary. In both cases, two sets of characteristic structural units, 

referred to as pearl (blue) and domino (red) structures, are coexisting. The near symmetric 

boundary (Fig. 1a) has a measured misorientation angle of ~48º and the grain boundary 

plane inclination deviates ~1º from the perfect symmetric orientation. A ~11 nm long 

domino structure (red) segment is embedded between two pearl segments (pearl) and it is 

seen that the grain boundary follows a slight curvature leading to local deviations of the 

grain boundary plane orientation of ~5º. However, facet formation is not observed. The 

magnified view of the right transition is shown in Fig. 1b. The domino structure is composed 

of double-square units alternating between low and high inclinations, as also shown in Fig. 

1d. The structural unit of the pearl segment is characterized by an alternation of a curved and 

square-type segments (see also Fig. 1e). Both structures are separated by a grain boundary 

phase junction, i.e., a line defect whose line direction is perpendicular to the image plane.

The same GB phase transition is observed for a vicinal [11-1] tilt GB with an inclinational 

deviation of ~5º as shown in Fig. 1c. The structural units of the domino and pearl structures 

are nearly identical to the symmetric boundary of Fig. 1 a and their detailed atomic 

arrangement is highlighted in Fig. 1d and e. A closer inspection of the domino structure of 

Fig. 1d reveals that the double-square units show a similar alignment and sequence as the 

symmetric boundary of Fig. 1a and b. In both cases, the regular order of the domino units is 

interrupted by irregular or disordered regions. The sequence of base structural units of the 

pearl structure, curved and square segments, is interrupted by curvy or linear subunits as 

shown in Fig. 1b and e. The observations reveal that two grain boundary motifs coexist at a 

symmetric and an asymmetric grain boundary without change in grain boundary plane 

orientation, misorientation and composition, carrying all the ingredients of a congruent grain 

boundary phase transition.

Grain boundary structure search

To investigate the structure and properties of the domino and pearl GB phases and model the 

structural transformations revealed by the experiment, we performed GB structure search 
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using atomistic calculations. The 0K grain boundary structure search was performed using 

evolutionary algorithm based on the USPEX code21,25,26. The details of the method are 

described in the Method section and ref. 21. The results of the evolutionary search and 

clustering analysis of Σ19b (178) [11-1] GBs are illustrated in Fig. 2. The GB energy of 

hundreds of generated structures is plotted as a function of the number of inserted atoms [n] 

measured as a fraction of the bulk (178) plane parallel to the GB as shown in Fig. 2a. The 

lowest energy configuration predicted by our search is identified as the pearl structure, 

similar to that observed in the experiment. Its structure is shown in Fig. 3a and b. This 

ground state is located at [n] = 0, which means that the insertion or removal of atoms is not 

necessary. No other minima with different [n] are present, suggesting the absence of 

competing GB phases with higher atomic density. To identify possible metastable states, we 

performed clustering analysis following the methodology proposed in ref. 21. In this 

approach, the excess thermodynamic properties are used as descriptors to cluster similar GB 

structures and separate distinct GB phases that are expected to have different properties. 

Figure 2b shows the excess GB volume [V]n plotted against one of the components of the 

excess GB stress τ11. The plot reveals two clusters that we automatically labeled using the 

K-means clustering algorithms. The blue cluster contains the ground state, as seen in the 

inset of Fig. 2b, and corresponds to pearl-like structures, while the red cluster represents 

metastable GB phases relative to pearl. The examination of structures in the red cluster 

established that they belong to the domino phase and the inset of Fig. 2b shows the lowest 

energy configuration. By re-plotting the GB energy of the clustered data as a function of 

inserted atoms, it becomes apparent that the lowest energy configuration within the domino-

like structures has the same number of atoms [n] = 0 as the pearl phase ground state, which 

is indicated by arrows in Fig. 2d. This analysis suggests that the structural transformation 

between pearl and domino GB phases is not limited by the supply of vacancies or 

interstitials.

Although the two GB phases have the same number of atoms with energies differing only by 

~4% (γpearl = 0.835 J/m2, γdomino = 0.871 J/m2), they can be clearly distinguished by other 

thermodynamic properties reported in Extended Table 1. The excess volumes per unit area 

of the lowest energy pearl and domino GB structures differ by ~36% and the grain boundary 

stress of the two phases is not only different, but even has an opposite sign indicating that 

the experimentally observed transition is of first order. The difference in the excess 

properties can be used to predict strains and stresses to stabilize the metastable domino 

phase (see Methods) as shown in Extended Data Fig. 7. At 0K, 2% lateral strain, ~5 GPa of 

tensile stress or 440 MPa of shear stress can stabilize the domino phase in our model.

The structural units of the lowest energy pearl and domino phases projected along the [11-1] 

tilt axis and viewed along [5-32] are illustrated in Fig. 3.

Simulations of GB transformations

The evolutionary search produces zero-temperature structures and we now turn to finite-

temperature MD simulations to investigate the high-temperature GB behavior and GB phase 

transitions. Our goal here was to reproduce the experimentally observed transition between 

the pearl and domino GB phases and to gain new insights into the kinetics of the 
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transformation to explain the room-temperature stability of the two-phase states found in 

both the symmetric and asymmetric boundaries. We simulated pearl and domino GB 

structures separately at temperatures ranging from 300K to 900K using simulation blocks 

with periodic boundary conditions along the GB as well as blocks with boundaries 

terminated at an open surface (see Methods). Our simulations demonstrated that in our 

model system at ambient pressure the pearl structure remained the ground state at all 

temperatures studied. The domino structure was metastable and transformed into pearl by 

nucleation and growth, characteristic of first-order transitions. In agreement with the 

predictions of the 0K search, these simulations confirmed that the number of atoms at the 

GB does not change upon the transformation, i.e. the transformation is diffusionless. Figure 

4a shows the simulation block after an initially uniform domino GB phase was annealed for 

several nanoseconds. The pearl GB phase nucleated at both open surfaces and grew inwards 

transforming the parent domino GB phase. The two structures are separated by a grain 

boundary phase junction: a line defect that separates the two structures as highlighted in Fig. 

4b. The two-phase structure shown in Fig. 4c closely resembles the experimentally observed 

GB transition illustrated in Fig. 4d.

We also found that the velocity of the GB phase junction, which determines the rate of the 

transformation, strongly depends on temperature and the defect length along the periodic 

dimension y, the [11-1] tilt axis. At relatively high temperatures, such as 650K, a complete 

transformation of the GB structure (Fig. 4) can occur within few tens of nanoseconds. 

Further simulations (see Methods) with different sizes of the simulation block indicate that 

the motion of the grain boundary phase junction is length dependent, suggesting that it 

migrates by a kink nucleation mechanism, similar to dislocations. The nucleation barrier of 

this thermally activated process is apparently high enough to kinetically trap the two-phase 

coexisting state on the MD time scale at room temperature. When the length of the GB 

phase junction exceeds a few nanometers, we observe no migration of the junction at 

temperatures of 500K and below. These simulations suggest that the experimentally 

observed two-phase states do not have to be in thermodynamic equilibrium at room 

temperature, but are instead kinetically trapped.

To study the effect of temperature on the relative stability of domino and pearl phases we 

performed free energy calculations following the methodology of refs. 31,32. The results of 

the calculations as shown in Extended Data Fig. 8 confirm that the free energy difference 

decreases by 30% from 0K to 800K bringing the phases closer to coexistence. We also 

demonstrate that equilibrium phase coexistence and reverse transformations can be observed 

in our model when tensile stresses of ~3.3 GPa or shear stresses in range of 200-350 MPa 

are applied at 500K (see Extended Data Fig. 9).

Our atomic-scale experimental observations of GB phase coexistance and transformations at 

symmetric and asymmetric tilt grain boundaries in a pure metallic system remained so far 

unexplored. Atomic resolution imaging uniquely reveals that the two coexisting GB phases 

are clearly distinct by their differing structural repeat units. In contrast to assumptions based 

on thermodynamic concepts4, GB phase coexistance is also observed at an asymmetric GB. 

This indicates that GB phase transitions in pure systems can also emerge at more general 

boundaries and thus largely influence materials properties. It is the combination of atomic-
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scale observations and structure prediction that reveals that the GB phases differ in excess 

thermodynamic properties and that their transformation is kinetically limited.

Our GB structure search predicted both experimentally observed pearl and domino GB 

phases in the symmetric and asymmetric boundaries. Interestingly, the calculations showed 

that both GB phases have the same number of atoms, suggesting that the stability of the two-

phase states seen in the experiment and simulations at room temperature cannot be explained 

by the need to supply atoms by diffusion. The differing excess properties of the GB phases 

predicted by the calculations are expected to have a strong effect on GB properties, such as 

diffusion, segregation or crack healing20,29,33. Furthermore, the core structure and energies 

of disconnections of the GB phases might differ, which should affect disconnection 

nucleation and hence GB migration.

Our high temperature MD simulations of the GB phase transition reproduce the 

experimentally observed GB phases (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 4). The strong dependence of the 

transformation rate on temperature and the GB phase junction length suggests that the 

motion of GB phase junctions may require the nucleation of kink pairs and can impede the 

transformation at low temperatures.

The experimental observation of the coexistence of two distinct GB phases at room 

temperature can thus be rationalized in terms of temperature induced GB phase 

transformations and retarded transformation kinetics. During cooling to room temperature, 

the domino GB phase starts transforming into the pearl phase by nucleation. The steadily 

decreasing mobility of the GB phase junction eventually freezes isolated domino GB phase 

regions at temperatures below ~500K, making their observation possible in the experiment. 

Previously, a similar trapping has been only demonstrated in multicomponent, glass-forming 

alloys34. In addition, the difference in excess properties of the domino and pearl phases 

suggests that stresses could potentially contribute to the stability of the domino phase. This 

is supported by modeling finite temperature coexistence of the GB phases at 500K under 

tensile stresses of ~3.3 GPa and σ23 shear stresses of 200-350 MPa (see Methods). While the 

GPa level tensile stresses are too high to be supported by the real material, the shear stresses 

are comparable to local shear stresses observed in previous experiments35. Furthermore, it 

implies that in addition to temperature, shear stresses have a much stronger effect on the free 

energy difference than tensile stresses. Hence, we cannot rule out that stresses of few 

hundred MPa potentially present in the material could also influence the experimentally 

observed GB phase coexistence.

Conventional phase transitions in the bulk control many materials properties. Much of 

materials science involves the delicate interweaving of thermodynamics and kinetics, using 

phase transitions to sculpt advantageous microstructures. While grain boundary kinetics 

have long been understood to be key to attaining favorable grain structures, the possible role 

of grain boundary phase transitions has been neglected. They have not been studied in 

metals since none had been observed. The recent suggestions of modeling20,21,23 and now 

the discovery of grain boundary phase transitions in a relatively simple elemental metal 

opens the door to new strategies for materials design.
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Methods

Cu thin films and TEM specimen preparation

The presented GB structures were obtained from Cu thin films grown by molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE) on (0001) oriented Sapphire substrates at room temperature and a post 

deposition annealing at 673K for 3 h. The depositions were performed at the Central 

Scientific Facility (CSF) Materials of the Max-Planck-Institute for Intelligent Systems in 

Stuttgart. The global grain structure of the thin film was analyzed by electron backscatter 

diffraction (EBSD) in a JEOL JSM-6490 scanning electron microscope (SEM) (see also the 

Supplementary Information). The TEM specimens were extracted from specific locations of 

the thin film by an in-plane lift-out technique in a dual beam SEM / focused ion beam (FIB) 

instrument (Helios Nanolab 600i, Thermo Fischer Scientific).

The grain orientation, distribution of coincident site lattice (CSL) grain boundaries and the 

corresponding inverse pole figure of the copper thin films grown by molecular beam epitaxy 

(MBE) is shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. All grains have a [11-1] orientation, which is 

parallel to the growth direction of the thin film ideally suited for atomic structure 

observations at room temperature. The majority of the grain boundaries are Σ3, Σ7, Σ19b 

and Σ37c with [11-1] tilt axis highlighted in black, yellow, red and green, respectively. The 

grain size is ~100 μm ± 50 μm and shows a bimodal distribution and the grains exhibit a 

cylindrical shape. Residual thermal tensile stresses on the order of 100 MPa are present in 

the annealed Cu thin film36. The shear stresses in similar thin films can show strong local 

variations even exceeding the average residual thermal stress35. The Σ19b used in this study 

is shown in red. The white rectangle in the center of the EBSD map exemplary shows a 

location where a TEM specimen was extracted by focused ion beam (FIB) preparation.

Scanning transmission electron microscopy

All STEM data were acquired using a probe corrected FEI Titan Themis 60-300 (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). The TEM is equipped with a high brightness field emission gun and a gun 

monochromator. The electrons were accelerated to 300 kV and images were recorded at a 

probe current of ~80 pA with a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector (Fishione 

Instruments Model 3000). The collection angles for the HAADF images were set to 73-200 

mrad using a semi-convergence angle of 23.8 mrad. Image series with 20-40 images and a 

dwell time of 1-2 μs were acquire, registered and averaged in order to minimize the effect of 

instrumental instabilities and noise in the images.

STEM multi-slice image simulations

STEM multi-slice simulations were performed by the Prismatic software37,38. The grain 

boundary structures predicted by evolutionary search were used as input files for the image 

simulations in order to enable a direct comparison of simulation and experiment. The 

thickness of all simulated cells was set to 22 nm and a slice thickness of 0.2 nm was used. In 

total, 8 frozen phonon configurations were incoherently summed to include the thermal 

vibration of atoms. The pixel size was set to 10 pm. The microscope parameters, such as 

HAADF detector collection angles (73-200 mrad), semi-convergence angle (23.8 mrad) and 

primary electron energy (300 kV) where identical to the experiment.
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Structure prediction by evolutionary search and clustering at 0K

Following the evolutionary approach, the algorithm samples a diverse population of different 

GB structures, while improving them over many generations based on the energy 

minimization criterion. During the search, the structures change due to heredity and 

mutations, atoms are inserted and removed from the GB core to identify structures with 

different atomic densities. The search changes the GB periodic dimensions to also sample 

large area reconstructions of the GB. The 0K evolutionary search was evolved over 50 

generations. The search sampled different atomic densities given as the number of atoms 

inserted into the boundary in fraction of the (178) bulk plane ranging from 0 to 1. Four 

independent evolutionary searches were performed, exploring structures with number of 

atoms ranging from 1000 to 4500 and 100 to 600 atoms. The GB cross-section was varied 

during the search between the smallest possible value and a factor of 4 times. The LAMMPS 

code39 was used to evaluate the energies of the generated structures. The GB structures were 

inspected and visualized with OVITO40. Viewing perpendicular to the tilt axis along [5-32] 

reveals that the lattice planes in the upper crystal appear shifted for the pearl phase (Fig. 3b), 

but remain continuous without shift for the domino phase (Fig. 3d). The shift translation 

vector is inclined with respect to the image plane and is 1/6 [920].

The clustering analysis was performed to identify distinct grain boundary phases following 

the methodology proposed in refs. 20, 21. The excess properties including excess volume 

[V]n and two components of grain boundary stress τ11 and τ22 were calculated for each 

generated structure. The excess volumes of the ground state pearl structure and the lowest 

energy domino structure are [V]n,pearl = 0.14 Å and [V]n,domino = 0.22 Å, respectively. The 

GB excess stress of the ground state pearl structure is determined to τ11,pearl = −1.66 J/m2 

and τ22,pearl = −0.46 J/m2 and for the lowest energy domino structure to τ11,domino of 0.25 

J/m2 and τ22,pearl = 0.29 J/m2.

Prior to clustering, these features were scaled using the StandardScaler function 

implemented in the scikit-learn library. The clustering was performed using the K-means 

clustering algorithm also implemented in scikit-learn library.

Linking structure prediction and experimental observations

Atomic resolution observations and atomistic predictions can be directly linked by multislice 

STEM image simulations37,41. The predicted GB structures served as input for STEM image 

simulations to quantitatively compare atomic peak positions and intensities at the GB core of 

different pearl GB structures (see Extended Data Fig. 2). For this analysis, we selected three 

different pearl-like structures produced by the evolutionary search including the ground 

state, a higher energy state with large atomic density as well as one poorly optimized 

configuration with high energy. The grain boundary energy of pearl structures is plotted 

against the number of inserted atoms [n] as fraction of the (178) grain boundary plane in 

Extended Data Fig. 2a. The approximate locations of the input grain boundary structures 

used for STEM image simulations in the plot are highlighted by red, green and yellow 

circles, respectively. In Extended Data Fig. 2b, c and d, the corresponding projections of the 

GB structures along the [11-1] tilt axis and perpendicular to it are shown in the left and right 

panels, respectively. The ground state structure of the pearl phase, as predicted by USPEX at 
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0K, with a GB energy of 0.835 J/m2 is shown in Extended Data Fig. 2b, highlighted in red. 

The higher energy structures with GB energies of 0.932 J/m2 (green) and 1.023 J/m2 

(yellow) are illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 2c and d. Locations where atoms are displaced 

from their ideal positions with respect to the [11-1] viewing direction are marked by arrows 

in Extended Data Fig. 2b. The atomic displacements in these regions leads to dechannelling 

of the electron probe and hence a reduction of the HAADF-STEM image intensity.

An atomic resolution STEM image of the symmetric pearl structure and its structural unit 

are illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 3a. Visual inspection reveals an excellent agreement 

with the predicted ground state of the pearl phase presented in Extended Data Fig. 2a. Since 

the atomic column peak intensity in aberration-corrected STEM is sensitive to the number of 

atoms in the column, the elemental species but also atomic displacements, it can be used to 

quantitatively compare experiment and simulation. In Extended Data Fig. 3b to e, only the 

peak intensities at the grain boundary core are colored. The experimental STEM image 

shown in Extended Data Fig. 3b agrees best with the simulated STEM image of the ground 

state pearl structure illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 3c. The strong scatter in peak 

intensities in the simulated STEM images of Extended Data Fig. 3d and e is a result of 

pronounced displacements of atoms perpendicular to the [11-1] beam direction. This 

inhomogeneous intensity distribution originates from the higher degree of disorder at the GB 

core of these high energy pearl structures. The direct comparison of experiment and 

simulation at the atomic scale finds excellent agreement and clearly reveals that the 

experimentally observed pearl grain boundary structure resembles a low energy state.

Finite temperature molecular dynamics simulations

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the LAMMPS code39 in the NVT 

ensemble with Nose-Hoover thermostat. To model the transition from the metastable domino 

phase to the pearl phase, we performed independent isothermal simulations at temperatures 

ranging from 300K to 900K. We used blocks with periodic boundary conditions along the 

boundary as well as blocks with open surfaces. The open-surface simulation methodology 

was introduced in ref. 20 to allow for supply or outflow of atoms to the grain boundary in 

case it is necessary for achieving the ground state. Only periodic boundary conditions were 

used along the [11-1] tilt axis. We used different sizes of the simulation block to investigate 

the effect of the GB phase junction length on the kinetics of the transformation. The 

simulated GB transitions were visualized with OVITO40. Grain boundary free energy 

calculations of the pearl and domino GB phases at ambient pressure were performed using 

harmonic and quasi-harmonic methods as described in refs. 42 and 31,32.

To model the transition from the metastable domino phase to the pearl phase, we performed 

independent isothermal simulations at temperatures of 300K, 400K, 500K, 600K, 650K, 

700K, 800K, 850K and 900K. We used blocks with periodic boundary conditions along the 

boundary as well as blocks with open surfaces. We also used different sizes of the simulation 

block to investigate the effect of the GB phase junction length on the kinetics of the 

transformation.
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Symmetric tilt grain boundaries with periodic boundary conditions

We used a simulation block with dimensions 33.6 × 34 × 14 nm3 containing 1,339,740 

atoms. The z direction was normal to the GB plane. The simulations were performed for up 

to 200 ns. We observed a transformation of the domino phase to the pearl phase at 850K and 

900K. At temperatures below 850K, the initial domino phase remained stable and well-

ordered throughout the entire simulation. Based on these simulations, we estimated the limit 

of pearl phase stability to be around 900K. The simulations also confirmed that the supply of 

atoms was not necessary for the transformation.

Symmetric tilt grain boundaries with open surface

When the boundary was terminated at an open surface, we were able to observe the 

transition from domino to pearl at much lower temperatures. In all of these simulations the 

pearl phase nucleated at the surface triple junctions. The simulations showed strong effect of 

temperature on the kinetics of the transformation. The initial simulation block had 

dimensions of 45 × 0.626 × 14 nm3 and contained 33,080 atoms. Here, the y periodic 

dimension, which also defines the length of the GB phase junction, was only one periodic 

unit length along the [11-1] direction Ly = a0 × √3 = 0.626 nm. In these quasi-2D 

simulations, we were able to observe the nucleation of the pearl phase at 400K, which was 

significantly lower compared to the homogeneous nucleation at 850K in a block with 

periodic boundary conditions. However, after the pearl phase nucleated, the migration of the 

junction was too slow and we were not able to observe a complete transformation at this 

temperature. At 300K we did not observe pearl phase nucleation at all. More rapid 

nucleation kinetics and complete transformations were observed at higher temperatures of 

500K, 600K and 650K. Already at 500K, the full transformation was completed within only 

13 ns of the simulation. During this time, the two GB junctions travel the distance of Lx = 45 

nm. In principle, these simulations allow to evaluate the velocity of the GB junction and, by 

approximating the driving force as the GB energy difference at 0K, even the mobility of the 

GB phase junction at 300K can be predicted on the experimental time-scale. However, while 

these simulations with the artificially short dimension Ly = 0.626 nm allowed to observe GB 

phase transitions at low temperatures, they are likely to overestimate the mobility of the GB 

phase junction.

To study the effects of the GB phase junction length, we increased the size Ly of the 

simulation block by replicating the initial block along the periodic direction y 40 times. The 

final dimensions of the simulation block were 45 × 25 × 14 nm3 and it contained 1,323,200 

atoms. The initial configurations were taken from the middle of the 500K simulation and 

contained both the pearl and the domino phases. We obtained the large simulation block for 

200 ns at 500K and did not observe any substantial migration of the GB phase junction. This 

behavior was very different from a complete transformation at the same temperature in a 

thinner block, in which the GB phase junctions traveled the entire length Lx of 45 nm. In 

these simulations, we effectively froze the transformation at 500K by making the GB phase 

junction longer. At higher temperatures such as 650K, we observed a complete 

transformation again even in the thicker block during 48 ns of the simulation.
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Asymmetric tilt grain boundaries

The asymmetric boundary is 6º inclined relative to the symmetric orientation. Its periodic 

dimensions were substantially larger than that of the symmetric boundary. As a result, we 

did not attempt a full grand canonical optimization of the boundary with USPEX. Instead, 

we used the common gamma-surface method which nevertheless generated both pearl and 

domino structures with energies of γgb = 0.87 J/m2 and 0.89 J/m2, respectively. Due to the 

different inclination, the energy difference between the two structures reduces to 1.9%, 

which is even smaller than that for the symmetric GB. The structures of both asymmetric 

pearl and domino ground states are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4. Despite the smaller 

energy difference at 0K, the pearl phase remains more stable at finite temperature for the 

asymmetric GB. MD simulations of a transformation from domino to pearl structure were 

performed at 600K, 700K, 800K and 900K using simulation blocks with dimensions of 34 × 

2.5 × 3.1 nm3 containing 43,248 atoms. At these temperatures, we observed complete 

transformations to pearl phase as illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 5a and Extended Data 

Fig. 5b. We intentionally used a relatively small size Lz = 3.1 nm to stabilize the asymmetric 

configuration. Interestingly, at a temperature of 600K, the GB in the pearl structure remained 

asymmetric, while at all higher temperatures the symmetric configuration appears. The 

nucleation of the asymmetric pearl phase from the open surfaces at 700K is shown in 

Extended Data Fig. 6a. The transformation from the initially asymmetric domino structure to 

the symmetric pearl phase is illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 6b.

Estimating stresses and strains necessary to stabilize the domino phase in atomistic 
simulations

Different phases of the same grain boundary (GB) can have different entropies so changing 

the temperature can change the relative free energies and induce a phase transformation. 

They can also have different excess volumes, excess stress and excess shears, so changing 

the stress and shear stress, respectively, can also induce transformation. Here, we use 

thermodynamic analysis to identify conditions under which domino and pearl GB phases 

can coexist in equilibrium under non-hydrostatic conditions in the model. The analysis will 

predict strains and stresses that could stabilize the domino phase. At equilibrium coexistence 

domino and pearl GB phases have the same free energies γdomino = γpearl
43. Under general 

non-hydrostatic conditions the grain boundary free energy of each phase is a function of 

temperature, lateral strains ε11, ε12, ε22 and stresses σ33 and σ23 as described by the Gibbs 

adsorption equation44.

dγ = − [S]NdT − [V]Ndσ33 − [B]Ndσ23 + ∑i, j = 1, 2 (fij − δijγ)dεij (Eq. 1)

where [S]N is excess entropy, [V]N is excess volume, [B]N is excess shear, fij is excess grain 

boundary stress and γ is given by45

γ = [U]N − T[S]N − σ33[V]N − σ23[B]N (Eq. 2)

just like excess volume [V]N, excess shear [B]N represents extra displacement due to the 

boundary but in the direction of the tilt axis instead of normal to the boundary plane.
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For tilt grain boundaries studied here we only consider shear stress σ23 which is parallel to 

the boundary plane and is applied in the direction of the tilt axis. Non-zero σ13 leads to grain 

boundary migration by coupled motion, breaking the thermodynamic equilibrium between 

the grains. As a result we restrict the equilibrium analysis to the non-hydrostatic states when 

σ13 is zero.

At 0K we calculated γdomino and γpearl directly by independently varying ε11, σ33 and σ23 

following the methodology described in ref. 45. We focus on these variables because the 

corresponding GB excess volume, shear and stress f11 have the largest difference for pearl 

and domino phases. Extended Data Fig. 7 shows that the curves cross at about ε*11 = −2%, 

σ*33 = 5 GPa, and σ*23 = 0.44 GPa, where the asterisk refers to coexistence conditions. 

These coexistence stresses and strains can also be estimated using Eqs. Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 as, 

σ*33 ≈ ∆[U]N / ∆[V]N, σ*23 ≈ ∆[U]N / ∆[B]N, ε*11 ≈ −∆[U]N / ∆(f11 − γ), where ∆ refers to 

the difference between excess energy, stress, volume and shear of pearl and domino phases 

at ambient conditions. For example using our 0K values ∆[U]N = [U]N,domino − [U]N,pearl = 

0.835 − 0.871 = 0.036 J/m2 and ∆[V]N = [V]N,domino − [V]N,pearl = 0.22 − 0.14 = 0.08 Å, we 

estimate the tensile stress required to stabilize domino to be σ33 ≈ 4.5 GPa, which closely 

matches the direct 0K calculation shown in Extended Data Fig. Fig. 7b.

At finite temperature we can also estimate the strains and stresses required to achieve 

coexistence by using free energies [U]N −T[S]N that we obtained from free energy 

calculations instead of just [U]N. Since the free energy difference decreased with 

temperature according to our calculations shown in Extended Data Fig. 8, smaller stresses 

and strains should be required to bring the two phases to the equilibrium coexistence. For 

example, at 500K and zero stress the free energy difference ∆[U − TS]N = [U − TS]N,domino 

− [U − TS]N,pearl = 0.028 J/m2 was obtained using harmonic approximation. Taking the 

excess volume difference ∆[V]N = [V]N,domino − [V]N,pearl = 0.08 Å we estimate the 

coexistence tensile stress σ*33 ≈ 3.5 GPa, which is smaller than the 0K value. For lateral 

compression, similar analysis predicts GB phase coexistence at compressive strain ε*11 ≈ 
∆[U −TS]N / ∆(f11 − γ) = 0.028 J/m2 / (−0.621 + 2.495) = −1.5%. Finally, we estimate shear 

stress parallel to the GB plane and in the direction of the tilt axis that should stabilize the 

domino phase as σ*23 ≈ ∆[U − TS]N / ∆[B]N = 0.028 J/m2 / (0.22Å −0.98Å) = −360 MPa.

MD simulations of GB phase transformations and coexistence under stress

To test the predicted values of stress required to establish equilibrium coexistence between 

pearl and domino GB phases we perform MD simulations at 500K (see Extended Data Fig. 

9). Here we focus on the coexistence due to stresses σ33 and σ23 done in two separate sets of 

simulations. To demonstrate equilibrium and avoid hysteresis due to nucleation, we follow 

the methodology commonly employed in simulations of bulk phases: we start with a 

simulation block containing both GB phases and then monitor the motion of the GB phase 

junction. At coexistence, the junction is expected to fluctuate by performing random walk, 

while away from the coexistence we expect to observe growth of one of the phases. The 

growth simulations are particularly important to rule out false coexistence due to slow 

kinetics of the GB junction. We used periodic boundary conditions parallel to the grain 

boundary plane. Along the z direction the boundary conditions were not periodic: free atoms 
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were sandwiched between two 20 Å thick surface layers. The boundary atoms were used to 

manipulate the stress state in the system. The simulation block had dimensions 100 × 1.2 × 

14 nm3 and contained 165,110 atoms.

Coexistence and transformations under tensile stress σ33

We took the initial structure with two GB phases and applied tensile strain to generate stress 

in the cell. We performed separate simulations with stresses σ33 = 3.95, 3.3, 2.85 and 0 GPa. 

The tensile stress was maintained by fixing the z coordinates on the 20 Å thick top boundary 

surface layer and fixing the bottom boundary layer of the same thickness. At the same time 

we allowed displacements of the atoms in the top boundary layer in the x and y directions so 

that the σ13 and σ23 stresses remained zero. Similar to ambient pressure simulations at σ33 = 

2.85 GPa, we observed growth of pearl phase indicating that this tensile stress was not 

sufficient to stabilize the domino phase. The reverse transformation was observed at σ33 = 

3.95 GPa. Extended Data Fig. 9c shows that domino phase grew during 400 ns at the 

expense of pearl phase, suggesting that this stress is above the GB phase coexistence. 

Finally, in the simulation at σ33 = 3.3 GPa we did not observe substantial growth of either of 

the phases indicating that this stress is close to the coexistence value. This value agrees well 

with prediction based on the free energy calculations and thermodynamic analysis.

Coexistence and transformations under shear stress σ23

To implement the simulations under shear stress conditions, we took the same initial 

configuration that we used before applying the tensile stress and ran a relatively short 

simulation when the bottom boundary layer of atoms was fixed, while the top boundary 

layer of atoms was moved in small increments in the direction parallel to the tilt axis. During 

this simulation the shear stress increased to about 450 MPa and we saved snapshots that 

corresponded to different values of shear stress. The boundary atoms were allowed to move 

in the x and z direction so that σ13 and σ33 stresses remained zero. We then started 

independent simulations from different snapshots to study GB behavior under shear stresses 

of 200, 300, 350 and 400 MPa. Extended Data Fig. 9d shows the substantial growth of the 

domino phase at ~350 MPa, suggesting that this value of stress stabilizes the domino phase 

above the coexistence. At 200 and 300 MPa we observed very small fluctuations of the 

position of the GB phase junction and no apparent growth of one of the phases. Based on 

these observations we conclude that the coexistence shear stress is between 200-350 MPa, 

which is also consistent with our estimates based on the free energy calculations and 

thermodynamic analysis.

Extended Data
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Extended Data Fig. 1. EBSD characterization of the Cu thin film.
The [11-1] tilt GBs have been obtained by thin film deposition of Cu on (0001) oriented 

Sapphire substrate. The inverse pole figure shows that all grains are in ⟨111⟩ orientation with 

an average grain size of ≤100 μm. The majority of GBs in the film are twin and low angle 

GBs (up to 70%), but crucially Σ7, Σ19b, Σ37c and corresponding asymmetric boundaries 

are also present. The most prominent GBs are colored. The Σ19b GBs are highlighted in red. 

The white rectangle in the center shows a position where a TEM specimen has been 

extracted.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Input GB structures for STEM image simulations.
a, Grain boundary energy plotted versus the number of inserted atoms [n] as fraction of the 

(178) grain boundary plane. The red, green and yellow circles indicate the locations of the 

GB structures shown in b to d. b to d show the three GB structures used for STEM image 

simulation. The left panel shows the structure along the tilt axis [11-1], the right panel 

perpendicular to the tilt axis. The colored boxes indicate where these structures are located 

in the energy plot.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. Linking atomic resolution observations and structure prediction.
a, Aberration corrected HAADF-STEM image of the symmetric Σ19b (178) [11-1] pearl 

phase. Its structural unit is highlighted in the inset. b, Color coding of the experimental grain 

boundary structure based on atomic column peak intensities. c-e, Simulated STEM images 

of the predicted grain boundary structures by USPEX for a sample thickness of 22 nm. The 

same color coding as in b was applied. c, Lowest energy structure with GB energy of 0.835 

J/m2 and [n] = 0, d, medium energy GB with 0.932 J/m2 and e, high energy GB with 1.023 

J/m2, both with [n] = 0.5. The scale bar is 1 nm in all images.
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Extended Data Fig. 4. Asymmetric grain boundary structures.
a, Ground state pearl and b, metastable domino structures of the asymmetric boundary at 

0K. The two structures have the same number of atoms and correspond to two different 

translations of the bulk grains relative to each other.
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Extended Data Fig. 5. Asymmetric grain boundary transformation at 600K.
a, Nucleation of a pearl GB phase at the open surface (left) of the asymmetric GB at 600K. 

b, Asymmetric pearl GB phase after the transformation at 600K is complete. The boundary 

remains asymmetric.
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Extended Data Fig. 6. Asymmetric grain boundary transformation at 700K.
a and b show the nucleation of the pearl GB phase from the open surface on the left of the 

simulation cell annealed at 700K. c and d from the right. e, The initially asymmetric domino 

structure transformed into a symmetric pearl phase in MD at 700K after the transformation 

is complete.
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Extended Data Fig. 7. Stress-dependent GB excess enthalpies.
0K calculations of GB excess enthalpies γdomino and γpearl to estimate stresses and strains 

required to stabilize domino phase and achieve equilibrium coexistence in the model. GB 

excess energy curves cross at a, lateral strain ε*11 = 2%, b, tensile stress σ*33 = 5 GPa and 

c, shear stress parallel the GB along the tilt axis σ*23 = 440 MPa. Here, [U]N, [V]N and [B]N 

are excess GB energy, volume and shear, respectively.
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Extended Data Fig. 8. Grain boundary free energies.
a, GB free energies of domino and pearl phases as functions of temperature at zero bulk 

stress calculated using harmonic and quasi-harmonic approximations. b, GB free energy 

difference γdomino − γpearl as a function of temperature decreases but remains positive 

suggesting that at ambient pressure domino phase remains metastable in our model. These 

calculations are consistent with domino to pearl transformations simulated directly with 

MD. They also show that in the model the relative stability of domino improves with 

temperature since the GB free energy difference decreases by about 30% relative to 0K.
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Extended Data Fig. 9. Finite temperature GB phase transformations under stress.
MD simulations of GB phase transformations and equilibrium coexistence at 500K under a, 

b ambient conditions c tensile stress and d shear stress. To avoid hysteresis due to nucleation 

barrier we start with a two phase state shown in a and monitor the direction of the GB phase 

junction migration. b, At ambient conditions pearl phase grows and the junctions moves to 

the left. c, Under tensile stress of 3.95 GPa domino becomes thermodynamically more 

stable, it grows at the expense of pearl and the junction moves to the right. d, Under shear 

stress of 342 MPa parallel to the GB plane in the direction parallel to the tilt axis domino 

phase also becomes more stable and grows. The back arrow indicates the initial position of 

the GB phase junction, while the green line shows the final position. We performed similar 

simulations at different tensile and shear stresses and conclude that in the model the 

equilibrium coexistence between pearl and domino phases at this temperature of 500K can 

be achieved around 3.3 GPa tension or 200-350 MPa interval of shear stress. The 

simulations of equilibrium coexistence confirm that pearl and domino are examples of GB 

phases. The MD simulations ran for 200 to 400 ns.
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Extended Data Tab. 1
Excess thermodynamic properties.

Table showing the energy, excess volume, excess stress and number of inserted atoms [n] of 

the ground state pearl and the lowest energy domino GB phases determined at 0K.

GB phase Energy [J/m2] Volume [Å] Stress τ11 [J/m2] Stress τ22 [J/m2] [n]

Pearl 0.835 0.14 -1.66 -0.46 0

Domino 0.871 0.22 0.25 0.29 0

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. HAADF-STEM images of two congruent GB phase transitions.
a, Overview image of the transition at a near symmetric Σ 19b [11-1] GB with (178) 

boundary plane. The domino and pearl structures (or GB phases) are highlighted in red and 

blue, respectively. The overall misorientation of the GB is ~48º with a deviation in 

inclination from the symmetric orientation of ~1º. b, Magnified view of the GB transition on 

the right highlighting the differences in structural units of both boundary segments. c, GB 

phase transition at a vicinal Σ19b [11-1] GB with ~47º misorientation and boundary planes 

of (011) lower grain and (279) upper grain. (d) and e illustrate close-up images of the 
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domino and pearl structure of the vicinal boundary, respectively. The scale bar is 1 nm in all 

images.
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Fig. 2. Evolutionary GB structure search and clustering analysis predicts pearl and domino GB 
phases of the Σ19b (178) [11-1] GBs.
a, Grain boundary energy of the generated structures plotted versus the number of inserted 

atoms calculated as a fraction of the (178) bulk plane. The solid line connects the lowest 

energy structures with different numbers of atoms. b, Excess volume of the generated 

structures plotted versus excess grain boundary stress τ11. c, Excess GB stress τ22 of the 

generated structures plotted versus excess grain boundary stress τ11. The two clusters in the 

space of GB properties [V]n, τ11 and τ22 were automatically identified using the K-means 

clustering algorithm. The two clusters colored in blue and red correspond to pearl and 

domino phases, respectively. The lowest energy structures of domino and pearl are given as 

insets in b. d, GB energy versus the number of atoms, same as in a with points assigned to 

pearl or domino. The arrows indicate the ground state structures of pearl and domino, 

respectively. The lowest energy configurations have the same number of atoms.
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Fig. 3. Structures of the pearl and domino GB phases predicted by the evolutionary search.
a and c show projections along the [11-1] tilt axis of the pearl and domino phases, 

respectively. b and d visualize the GB structures perpendicular to the tilt axis viewed along 

[5-32].
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Fig. 4. Simulated grain boundary phase transition at finite temperature.
a, MD simulation cell with open surfaces of a Σ19b (178) [11-1] tilt GB viewed along the 

tilt axis. The domino phase is highlighted in red, the pearl phase in blue. b, Close up of the 

right-side phase transition with indication of the grain boundary phase junction (line defect, 

green), separating the two GB phases. c, Magnified view of the line defect and phase 

coexistence of domino and pearl phase. d, Experimental HAADF-STEM image of the 

symmetric GB phase transition shown in Fig. 1b. The scale bar is 1 nm.
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